Greater syntactic impairments in native language in bilingual Parkinsonian patients
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Methods: Twelve bilingual patients, with Friulian as their first language (L1) and Italian as their second language (L2), with Parkinson’s disease and 12 normal controls matched for age, sex, and years of schooling, were studied on three syntactic tasks.

Results: Patients with Parkinson’s disease showed a greater impairment of L1 than L2.

Conclusions: These findings provide evidence of greater basal ganglia involvement in the acquisition and further processing of grammar in L1 v L2 possibly due to a major involvement of procedural memory in representing L1 grammar.

language deficits ranging from mild to moderate are often observed in Parkinson’s disease (PD). Besides speech (articulation of sounds) disruption, PD patients may show morpho-syntactic (grammatical) impairments. Recent findings suggest that resource limitations (mainly working memory impairments) could account for some aspects of sentence processing deficits in PD.

Converging evidence from bilingual aphasia studies and neuroimaging investigations suggests that the basal ganglia are involved in procedural acquisition and further processing at the morpho-syntactic level in the native language (L1), while declarative learning of the grammar of a second language (L2) and the lexical-semantic level of both L1 and L2 are mainly subserved by the temporal cortex and temporo-parietal areas.

To our knowledge, however, no clinical studies specifically addressing grammatical impairments in L1 v L2 in bilingual patients with PD have been conducted so far. Patients with PD might be expected to show greater morpho-syntactic impairment in L1 than in L2.

METHODS

We studied 12 right-handed patients with PD (seven females) (mean (SD) age 58.8 (6.9) years) and 12 right-handed healthy controls, strictly matched for age (mean (SD) age 58.2 (7.5) years), sex, and years of schooling (8.7 (4.1) years in both groups). All were Friulian native speakers (L1) and had learnt standard Italian (the national language; L2) at school by the age of 6.

Friulian is a regional language of the raetho-romance family spoken in the north-eastern region of Italy. As frequently happens for non-national languages, Friulian is usually used in an unofficial context. However, it is worth noting that it is very frequently used in daily oral communication.

Friulian differs from standard Italian in three main aspects: phonetics and phonology (larger number of vocalic and consonantal phonemes in Friulian than Italian), morpho-syntax, and lexicon. Two main morpho-syntactic differences are relevant to our investigation. In contrast to Italian and similarly to English, pronominal subjects must be overt in Friulian, even if a nominal subject is present (for example, in Italian “Lui [He] sposta [pushes away]”, in Friulian is “Lui [He] al [pronominal subject] pare vie [pushes away]”). Besides, in English and in contrast to Italian, Friulian presents with (masculine) nouns composed of the root of the word and a zero suffix (Ø) (for example, in Friulian “Frut+Ø—read Frut”, in English “Boy+Ø—read Boy”, and in Italian “Bambino=Ø—read Bambino”, for a singular masculine noun, and in Friulian “Frut (root)+s—read Fruts”, in English "Boy+s—read Boys”, and in Italian “Bambini=Ø—read Bambini”, for the corresponding plural). Finally, we might mention the high frequency of phrasal verbs in Friulian (as in English) which are very rare in Italian.

Disease onset ranged from 1 to 6 years. Severity of the disease was measured by the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale, part III (scores ranged from 6 to 17). On testing, patients were on levodopa (L-DOPA), dopaminergic agonists, Monoamine oxidase-B (MAO-B) inhibitors, and anticholinergic agents with individually guided therapies (drug selection and dosage) to obtain maximum control of PD motor symptoms.

Patients received a short baseline neuropsychological examination that assessed their general cognitive functioning (Mini Mental State Examination, MMSE), visuospatial problem-solving skills (Coloured Raven Progressive Matrices), and executive functions, namely categorisation ability (that is, number of categories sorted on the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, WCST), cognitive flexibility/strategy shifting (that is, percent of perseverative errors on the WCST), and the ability to make predictions (Brixton test)."
match an orally presented sentence (for example, ‘‘Lei [She] li [them, plural masculine] bagna [wets]’’ with the corresponding picture among a group of four (for example, the target, ‘‘Lei lo bagna’’—She wets him, ‘‘Lei la bagna’’—She wets her, and ‘‘Lei le bagna’’—She wets them [plural feminine]). Each correct match was scored as one. The test consisted of 87 sentences. Different types of sentences were used: standard (for example, ‘‘vecchio’’—‘‘the old’’), topic-manipulated—subject or object topicalised (for example, ‘‘It is the girl that pushes the boy, or It is the boy that the girl pushes, respectively’’), negative (for example, ‘‘The boy doesn’t push the girl’’), and finally, sentences with a reversible noun phrase construction (for example, ‘‘Show me the mother’s baby’’).

Sentence judgement

The second test was a syntactic judgement test consisting of 52 sentences. Subjects were asked to judge the syntax of single sentences presented orally and to decide whether they were ‘‘correct’’ or ‘‘incorrect’’ (50% of the sentences were syntactically correct) (for example, ‘‘Le sedie della cucina è rota’’—The chairs of the kitchen is broken). Each correct response was scored as one. Along with the syntactically correct sentences, we presented sentences with one morpheme omission, or substitution, or addition.

Sentence judgement plus correction

The third test was a syntactic judgement plus correction test consisting of 29 sentences. Subjects were asked to accept or reject the syntactic feature of an orally presented sentence (for example, ‘‘La [‘‘the’’ feminine] leone [‘‘lion’’ masculine] e vecchio [is old]’’), and then to correct errors, if present (66% of the sentences were syntactically incorrect as the primary aim of the task was to assess the ability to appropriately correct syntactically wrong sentences). Error detection and error correction were scored separately as one. Sentences of the same type as in the previous test were used.

The length and the syntactic complexity of the sentences used in the three tests were comparable across languages. In fact, to avoid any spurious effects across languages, the sentence comprehension test was taken from the Bilingual Aphasia Test (BAT) devised by Paradis and rigorously adapted in almost 70 different languages. The syntactic judgement test was also taken from the BAT and we added 42 more sentences taken from an Italian aphasia battery (we adapted these 42 additional sentences to Friulian). Finally, the syntactic judgement plus correction test was taken from the BAT and we added (in both Italian and Friulian) 19 newly created sentences. In order to address the length effect, we classified sentences as short (no more than six words), long (7–10 words), or very long (11 words or more). Each of the three groups, short, long, and very long, included equal numbers of sentences across languages.

Given the skewed distribution of results towards the high range of scores, raw data were transformed following the arc-sin procedure. Transformed data were entered into three separate ANOVAs for repeated measures, one for each task, with group (patients with PD and controls) and language (L1 and L2) as main factors. Post hoc comparisons were carried out by means of two-tailed paired t tests when differences in performance across languages were to be contrasted in each group. Bonferroni’s correction was used when necessary. We ran Spearman correlation analysis between measures of executive functions and performance in the three linguistic tests.

RESULTS

Six patients showed mild to moderate deficits of general cognitive functioning (overall, the patients’ scores ranged from 20 to 29 on the MMSE). All patients scored above the cut off (18) on the Coloured Raven Progressive Matrices test. Four patients showed no deficits of executive functioning, while the others presented with one or more dysexecutive impairments (defective categorisation prediction ability and perseverative behaviours).

Sentence comprehension

The language main factor was significant ($F_{1,22} = 8.89$, $p<0.01$) (better performance on L1) while the group main factor was not ($F_{1,22} = 0.74$, $p>0.40$). The language $\times$ group interaction was significant ($F_{1,22} = 4.56$, $p<0.05$) (fig 1). Post hoc analysis of the language $\times$ group interaction showed that patients with PD performed comparably across languages ($t_{1,11} = 0.53$, $p>0.60$), while healthy controls performed significantly better in L1 ($t_{1,11} = 4.23$, $p<0.001$).

Syntactic judgement

The language main factor was significant ($F_{1,22} = 6.35$, $p<0.02$) (better performance on L2) while the group main factor was not ($F_{1,22} = 0.86$, $p>0.36$). The language $\times$ group interaction was significant ($F_{1,22} = 15.92$, $p<0.001$) (fig 2). Post hoc analysis of the language $\times$ group interaction showed that patients with PD scored lower on L1 ($t_{1,11} = 3.69$, $p<0.005$) and that healthy controls scored comparably across languages L1 and L2 ($t_{1,11} = 1.56$, $p>0.14$).

Syntactic judgement plus correction

Both the language main factor ($F_{1,22} = 13.43$, $p<0.001$) (better performance in L2) and the group main factor ($F_{1,22} = 4.52$, $p<0.05$) (higher scores in the healthy controls’ group) were significant, while the language $\times$ group interaction was not ($F_{1,22} = 1.20$, $p>0.28$) (fig 3).
We addressed the language effect across all different types of sentences. In the sentence comprehension test, we found that control subjects made less errors on pronounal sentences in L1 than in L2 ($\chi^2 = 6.28, p<0.02$), while PD patients only showed a tendency to significance ($\chi^2 = 3.67, p>0.055$), and that both PD patients and control subjects made less errors in L1 on topic-manipulated—object topicalised—sentences ($\chi^2 = 6.68, p<0.01$, and $\chi^2 = 4.05, p<0.05$, respectively). In the sentence judgement test, PD patients made less errors in L1 ($\chi^2 = 5.5, p<0.02$), while controls did not ($\chi^2 = 0.81, p = NS$) in sentences with a morpheme substitution error. In the sentence judgement plus correction test, PD patients made more errors in L1 than in L2 ($\chi^2 = 4.33, p<0.04$) in sentences including a morpheme omission error, while control subjects did not ($\chi^2 = 0.45, p = NS$). Finally, control subjects made more errors in L2 short sentence ($\chi^2 = 18.01, p<0.0001$) compared with L1, while PD patients almost made more errors in L1 ($\chi^2 = 3.67, p>0.055$). No language effects were found across all the other types of sentences.

### DISCUSSION

These results are consistent with a greater impairment of syntactic processing in L1 with respect to L2 in PD patients. Firstly, consistent with previous findings, when the access to syntax required implicit pathways (procedural grammatical knowledge) such as in the sentence comprehension test, there was a facilitative effect for L1 in control subjects but not in PD patients. Secondly, when the access to syntax was based more on declarative meta-linguistic pathways (judgements tests), L2 drove better performance (group effect on both tests) and PD patients had lower scores in L1 with respect to L2 only in the sentence judgement test and not in the judgement plus correction test, where meta-linguistic knowledge is especially required.

Therefore, PD patients seemed to be more impaired in accessing procedural knowledge of L1 (see findings in the sentence comprehension test), while access to the declarative knowledge of L1 grammar seemed more preserved, at least to a considerable extent (see findings in the judgement plus correction test).

Consistent with previous studies, eight out of 12 PD patients showed dysexecutive impairments. We correlated measures of frontal executive functioning and performance in linguistic tests. The dysexecutive impairment turned out to parallel the impaired performance of PD patients in the sentence comprehension test in L1 while only a weaker correlation was found for L2. These findings seemed to suggest that maximally the most implicit grammatical operations in L1 might be sensitive to the basal ganglia-prefrontal cortex network dysfunctions.

Error analysis failed to show consistent clear-cut dissociations across languages in most of the syntactic parameters considered (standard, passive, and topic manipulated—subject topicalised—sentences in the sentence comprehension test, correct sentences and sentences with a morpheme omission or addition in the sentence judgement test, correct sentences and sentences with a morpheme substitution or addition in the sentence judgement plus correction test, and finally, in long and very long sentences). In addition, if present, the language effect (L1 advantage) was inconsistent. We found it in control subjects but not in PD patients in comprehension of pronounal sentences, in both groups in comprehension of topic-manipulated—object topicalised—sentences, in PD patients but not in control subjects in judging sentences with a morpheme substitution error, and in control subjects but not in PD patients in processing short sentences. By contrast, we found L1 disadvantage in PD patients but not in control subjects when required to judge and correct sentences with a morpheme omission error. In conclusion, error analysis did not help that much to disentangle the possible language effect in the groups considered.

It is worth mentioning that our findings cannot be attributed either to the syntactic complexity of the sentences used or to sentence length across languages as we checked for these variables in preparing testing materials in Friulian and Italian.

Overall, patient performance was quite consistent across all individuals. In fact, variability was rather small (standard deviations were within 15% of the values of mean scores).

The patients were using Friulian in their everyday life, while Italian was limited to more formal contexts. Therefore, Friulian was used more often than Italian on a daily basis. This, along with the fact that Friulian is their first language,
suggests a stronger neurofunctional representation of Friulian with respect to Italian. It might be predicted that, consistently with neurolinguistic findings on the patterns of language recovery in bilingual aphasics, the weaker language—in this case, Italian—should be more affected by pathological mechanisms. This was not observed in our patients. Therefore, we suggest that the linguistic deficits we assessed may be specific to Parkinson’s disease in that they primarily affect subcortical structures.

Our study seems to give some support to the assumption of greater impairment, in PD patients, of L1 grammar as compared to a second language learnt later during childhood. Our findings are in line with the theory of language learning in polyglots16-18 whereby native language grammar is acquired implicitly with principal involvement of neural systems related to basal ganglia that are already mature at birth, and syntactic skills in the second language are learnt by using declarative memory which mainly relies upon memory systems related to temporal areas that complete their functional maturation in later infancy. That syntactic deficit found in our PD patients is more evident for L1 (the Group plus correction task) significantly extends previous reports of syntactic deficits in PD patients tested only in their native language.19

Besides the theoretical interest, these findings are also relevant for clinical practice. In fact, polyglot patients with PD should be assessed in all their languages, or at least in the languages that they use most often as their linguistic deficits might be language specific. This might have important consequences for speech therapy (that is, definition of the priorities and rehabilitation in each language).

Finally, it is worth mentioning that further experimental studies on bilingual PD patients might be useful to provide further and consistent evidence in support of the theoretical framework of implicit v explicit processing of grammar features, and to investigate with larger neuropsychological batteries whether impairment in processing syntactic features of native language might correlate with some other cognitive operation.
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